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•w. AKKERBOOM: Testing linear hypothesis under restricted alter

natives

Let X.. (i = 1 , ••• ,n) be independent, N (lJ. ,(J. 2) -dis tributed Tandom
111

variables. Assume tha t lJ s + 1 =••• = l\t = 0 for some s (1 ~ s ~ n)

and th~t °1 2 = ••• = 0n 2 = 0 2 , where ~2 i5 either known or unknown.

For same r (1 ~ r .:: s), the null hypothesis that 'lJ 1 = ••• = lJ r = 0

has to be te5 ted agains t the al terna ti ve tha t lli +0 for same i

(1.:: i 2. r), under the restrietion that ( lJ l' ••. 'Ur) belongs to same

convex polyhedral cone C.

PINCUS (1975) s~ggested to rnodify this problem by replacing C by

süme circular cone. We study the null distribution of the gene

ralized likelihood ratio statistic, both for the modified problem

and for the original one. For the modified problem we obtain

other tests by exploiting its rotational symmetry.

The multivariate case can be treated along these lines, if the

covariance matrix is known up to a multiplicative constant.

P. BARTFAI: On thc multivariate ehernof! theorem

While the lower estimation for large deviation probabilities of

the sampIe mean of i.i.d. random vectors in Rk is completely

solved, the upper estimation is more problematic. Denote by

R(t) the moment generating function of Xl' and by
p(x) = inf e-(t,x)R(t) the ehernoff function of Xl;

t k ~and let p(A) = sup p(x) (A eR). lhe statement
xEA n L S I

(*) lim sup -yP( nn E A) ~ p(A)

(and therefore the limit is equal to p(A)) is true for open A
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in the following cases: (i) p(A) = 0, (ii) p(A) = 1,

(iii) A is convex •. In the last case the Bernstein-inequality
S n

holds: P(~ E A). ~ p (A). Further resul ts: (*) holds true

i f R( t) < Q) fo r I t I < ö; in R2 (*) i s va lid i f E (logk (1 + IXl J)) < Q)

for every k and if the second derivative of the level curve

of p (x), namely {x: p (x) = P (A)} i5 monotone for large x

values. The main lemma to the proof: if A={x: p(x)<cl,

A·c int dom p then <x, t (x) > bounded for x E A, where t (x) is
the point minimizing the expression· e-<f,x>R(t).

St.A. BOOK: Large reetangles in the Csörgö-R~v~sz theorem on

increments of the two-parameter Wiener Process

Arecent theorem of Csörgö and R~vesz (1978) established a con

tinuoU5 link between thc analogues of the law of the iterated

logar~thm and the Erdös-R~nyi law for Brownian motion having

two time parameters sand t. For rectangles R = [sl,5 2 ] x [tl~t2]

in two-dimensional time spate, Csörgö and R~v~sz defined

W(R) = W(5 2 ' t 2) - W( 5 2 ' t,1) - W(5 1 ' t 2) + W(5 1 ' t 1 ) an d inve 5 t i ga te cl

the a.5. behavior at T-+-oo of MT = clr sup IW(R) I where dr
is an appropriate normalizing faetoT RELT and LT = Lr(aT,bT)

is a class of subrectangles of the square [O,bT] x [O,bT] .

having area a T. They showed that lim MT = 1 a. s. i f a certain
T-+oo

quantity in aT and br tended to 00 and that li~-+-~up MT = 1 a.s.
otherwise. We show here that, if the quantity tends to r,

o~ r ~ co, along certain lines, then li~...lnf MT =-Vr~ 1 I a. s ·
Brownian motion having several time parameters has appeared in

invariance principles for mult~variate limit theorems. (This

paper is based on joint work with Terence R. Shore.)

K. DOKSUM: Transformations in some multivariate models

Consider the class of (k+l) variate distributions of the Tandom

vector (Y,X 1, .•. ,Xk) determined by the following requirements:

For some transformation hA(y) depending on a parameter "E A c Rr ,

the conditional distribution of hA(Y) given X1 , ... ,Xk is symmetrie

about same point ~i.
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The problem is ~o draw inferences about A and the parameters in

the conditional and unconditional distributions of Y and hA(Y)

on the basis of a (k+l)-variate random sampie (Yl'X11 , •• ·,X 1k),···
(Ym'Xm1 , •.• ,Xmk ). If the shape of the distributions are known,

the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters can be com

puted. Conditions under which these estimates are consistent

and asymptotically normal are given, and the behaviof of the

asymptotic variances are studied.

H. DRYGAS: Missing observations in multivariate linear models

In the linear multivariate model Y=XB+U i EU=Q, Cov U=IxI: •

YE m it is assumed that not all variables Yo
J
. are observed.

° nxp * {Y.. if y .. is observed 1De f 1 ne y.. = 1 J 1 J I f P den 0 te s t heb10 ck -
I) 0 otherwise

diagonal t!ans formation which trans forms Y = (y ij) to y* = (y i*j)

the model E P Y = P X B, Cov PY = P(! x E) P is obtained. I t is shown

that a BLUE of EY· exists iff. P.L. c L., where P = diag(Po), L. =
1 J - 1 1 1

im(PiX). A BQUE of all estimal?~e functions of L exists iff
po P. Pk and P. Xe e' X'Po.Pk contained in the linear space gene-

1 J 1 r 5 J
rated by {P. Xe e • p. ,Po Pk }. These conditions simplify if al-

l r s ] 1
ready a BLUE of EY* exists. A BQUE of all estimable functions of
L exists fOT all X iff the model decomposes into a certain number

of multivariate models, y* = [~1 •••. ~ ] .
r

M.L. EATON: The structure cf multivariate linear models - a review

If X is a random vector in (V,(·,·)) with a regressio~ manifold

M and a covariance set y, I E y, the Gauss-Markov and Least square

estimators of lJ E Mare the same when E Ms. M, L E y, and are

given by ~ = PX where P is the orthogonal projection onto M. •

When X is normal and L MS. M for all r E y, then ~ is also the

maximum likelihood estimatoT of~. A central problem is to

describe certain types of covariance sets y for which maximum

likelihood estimation can be carried out explicitly for E E y.

Syrnmetry models and Jordan algebra models provide a framework

in which the covariance models can be decomposed into products

of real, complex, quaternion, and Clifford algebra models where

maximum likelihood estimation can be carried out in closed form.

Further, certain models can be rewritten in a conditional form

where rather hard looking estimation problems actually decompose

into a conditional model and an unconditional model to which the

previous results can be applied.
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Efficiencies of test statistics' in testing the

multivariate linear hypothesis

Con5ider the multivariate linear hypothesi5 in it5 canonical

form. Let each row of the ma trices Y1 = y 1 (n 1 x rn), Y2 = Y2 (02 x m)

and y 3 = Y3 (n )( rn), n = N - n, - n 2 , be dis tributed independently

accordini to an m-variate normal distribution with covariance

matrix! and expectations given by

E Y1 = B1 ' E Y 2 = B2 and E Y3 = o.
The matrix B2 consists ,of nuisance parameters and N denotes sampie

si ze". The mul tivaria te linear hypothesis is defined by Ho: B1 =O.

Let Sh,N=Y'1 Y1 and Se,N=Y3'Y. Pillai's test (perhaps more
correctly to be called Bartlett's test) for testing ~o is based

on tN(l) = tr Sh.N (Sh.N - Se.N)_l Hotelling's To 2 is based ~n
t N(2) = tr Sh.N Se:N •. Roy's largest root test is based on t N()

l~rge~t ·root of Sh N S -NI and the likelihood ratio (LR) test is, e, 1 .

based on rS N(S N + Sh N)- I· The power of these tests is ae, e, ,
function of the matrix NB, N diag(e,~ .•. ,Sm}' where 81 ~...~ Sm
are the latent roots·of the matrix I- th B1 'B !-Ih. Therefore

a (fixed) alternative to Ho can be represented by 9. The exact

Bahadur slopes of the sequences of test statistics {tN(l)}NE~
to {t

N
(l)}NE:N at 0 are given by c

1
(0) = -m log {~ tr(I + 0)_I},

C Z(0) = 10g(1 + tr e), C 3 (0) = 10g(1 + 6 1 ) and c 4 (0) = log I J + 01,

respectively. This implies inadmissibility in the sense of Baha

dur efficiency for the first three tests. However, looking at

next order terms (and using the concept of Bahadur.deficiency)

it can be shown that ~~llai's test is superior against e with

81 =... = Bm and that Hotelling's T
0

2 and Roy's test are superior

agains t 0 wi th 61 > 0 and 8 Z = ••• = 8m. After a na tural change

of scale (keeping the largest root8 1 fixed) these "halflines of

deficiency" of the L~ test are enlarged to regions of positive

Lebesgue measure for alternatives SN such that SN ...... O.

A.K. GUPTA: Statistical classification: A progress report

Statistical classification procedures are reviewed and a classi

fication procedure, based on the maximum-lik~lihoodcriterion,

for classification into one of two multivariate populations when
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muI tiple observa tions are available on the· same variable for

each individual, has been studied in the present paper. The

distribution of the classification statistics is derived and

the probabil~ty of misclassification, exact and/or approxirnate,

is given. These procedures are then extend~d to more than .

two populations.

E.J. HANNAN: Same asyrnptotic results for time series and their

~lications •

A great deal of the asymptotic theory of time series analysis

depends on theory for express ions of the form

(1) r~ x(n) e:(n) ,

where x(n) is generated by a vector random process and e:(n) by

a vector, stationary, random process and xCn) is measurable

Fn- 1 where .Fn is the a-algebr~ generated by E(m), m~n. The
central limit theorem and the strong law for such sequences are

related to a more general time series analysis context and in

particular to the theory of linear systems, namely to the estima

tion of the true parameter point for the (analytic) manifold of

all ARMAX systems of a given McMillan dcgree, ID.

The estimation of the McMillan degree relales to the law of the

i terated logari thm for special' cases of (1). An approach to

this estimation problem would be the minimisation with respect

to m of an expression of the form

logr+ (cd(m) lnin N}/N, c> 1, t = t,{E(n) E(n)'}
where d(m) is the dimension of the manifold. The treatment of 4It
this problem appears to ·demand the proof of the law of the ite-

rated logarithm uniformly for an infinite sequence of statistics

that are special cases of (1), though in some cases the treatment

1s simpler.

J. JURECKOVA: Asymptotic relations of M-estimates and R-estimates

in multivariate regression model

Let X. = (Xo 1 , ... ,Xo )', i = 1, ... ,n (p~ 1) be n independent ran-
-1 1 Ip (i)

daom vectors with continuous cdf's F (!) = FC~ - e i ß), i = 1, ... ,n~

The problem is that of estimating ~ without knowledge of F. The
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following estimates are established: (i) Hodges-Lehmann's type

estimator eR; (ii) one-step version ~2 of ßR with the least

squares estimate B(l) as an initial estimat~r; (iii) Huber's

M . ~M d (. ) . ,,( 3) f .... M . htype -estlmator Q an IV one step verSIon ß 0 ß Wlt
~(1) as an initial estimate.

Under same condi tions on F, e. ß and on the functions generating
1 /.

the estima tes J the asymptotic distribution of n
1

2 (~M - ßR) is

derived. It the~ implies the condition5 under which same pairs

of estimates become asymptoticaily equivalent in the weak sense

as n .... co. The mul ti-parameter ease is mentioned; the condi tion5

for the asymptotic equivalence of estimates turn out to be the

same as in one-parameter ease.

P.R. KRISHNAIAH: Distributions of functions of Eigenvalues of

Wishart matrix and their applications

Let !lJ ... ~~n be distributed independently with mean vectors

~lJ ... J~n and covariance matrix E. Then the distribution of
S = f~ 1 x. x.' is known to be Wishart dis tribut ion wi th n degrees

I. J = - J - J
of freedorn; it is central Wishart if ~i = 0 (i = 1 J ... ,n) and

noncentral Wishart otherwise. Let II > ••• > lp be the eigen

values of Sand let L= diag(A 1 J ••. JApJ. A review of the
literature on the distributions of various functions of the roots

and their applications is given. We also discussed the recent

results of C. Fang and P.R. Krishnaiah as the asymptotic joint

distribution of certain analytic functions of the eigenvalues of

the noncetral Wishart matrix when the roots have multiplicity.

V. KUROTSCHKA: Optimale Planung multivariater Experimente

Multivariate Lokationsexperimente lassen sich bei endlicher Menge

von Versuchsbedingungen als allgemeine MANOVA-Experimente eharak-
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terisieren bei unendlicher Menge von Versuchsbedingungen (in den

meisten praktischen Anwendungen eine konvexe Teilmenge des ffi K )

durch allgemeine multivariate lineare Experimente approximieren

(Entwicklung .nach Tschebytscheffsystemen oder Approximation durch

Systeme von Splinefunktionen). Betrachtet man die statistische~

Verfahren zur Analyse solcher linearen Beobachtungsmodelle in AQ

hängigkeit von Versuchsplänen, so lassen sich anhand der Beur

teilungsgrößen der verschiedenen parametrischen und nichtpara

metrischen Verfahren Optimalitätskriterien für Versuchspläne ab

leiten, die unmittelbar praktisch interpretierbar sind. Dabei

besitzen die durch die verschiedenen Optimalitätskriterien de

finierten Optimierungsprobleme Zielfunktionale, die von der je

weiligen (unbekannten!) Kovarianzstruktur des Beobachtungsmodells

abhängen. Mann kann jedoch zeigen, daß in vielen Fällen durch·

Umrechnung bzw. Modifikation diese Abhängigkeit von der Kovarianz

struktur eliminiert werden kann und die Planungsprobleme bei

multivariaten Beobachtungsmodellen sogar auf solche bei univa

riaten Beobachtungsmodellen zurückgeführt werden können, so daß

für diese Fälle alle. Ergebnisse über Existenz, Eindeutigkei t und
die Form der optimalen Versuchspläne direkt aus der univariaten

Theorie übernommen werden können.

Für die Fälle, bei denen die multivariaten Planungsprobleme

nicht dire~t auf univariate zurückgeführt werden können, lassen

sich zumindest verschiedene Sätze aus der Äquivalenztheorie der

Versuchsplanung übertragen und damit die iterativen Konstruktions

methoden vom univariaten auf den multivariaten Fall ausdehnen .

.-

•x. LOC: Invariant absolutely minimal designs for polynomial

regressions on a triangle

We study the invariant subspaces of the 2mth-moment space for

an 2-dimensional simplex in order to apply it to the allocation

of D-optimal designs for polynomial regressions. The main result

is a theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the invariant

absolutly minimal design (IAMD) for a regular triangle in m2
•

This result answers some conjectures of Farrell-Kiefer-Walbran

(Fifth Berkeley Symposium on Prob. and Stat., Vol. 1,113-138 (1967)).

Some aspects of the higher dimensional cases will be discussed.
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R.A. OLSHEN: Asymptotically efficient classification with appli-

cations to Gait analysis and non-linear regression

Louis Gordon and I have studied classes of decision rules for

classification which are based on an adaptive partitioning of

an Euclidean observation space. The class of partitions has a 

conputationally attractive form, and the relate~ decision rules

are invariant under strictly monotone transformations of the

coordinate a~es. We provide sufficient conditions that a sequence

~ of decision rules be asymptotically Bayes risk efficient as

sample size increases. The sufficient conditions involve 00

regularity assumptions on the underlying parent distributions.

Variations of rules of J. Friedman, aud of Morgan and Sonquist

are among those rules to which our results apply.

Our arguments rest primarily upon three mathematical too1s: a

marti~gale-like convergence theorem for non-oested sequences of

sigma-fields, a large deviation result cf Kiefer, and an optional

stopping inequality for the· expected marginal probability content

of certain projections of components of a partition.

The Friedman schemes have been applied successfully to a study

of children's gait. Moreover, the cited theoretical developments

can be extended to cover general non-linear regressions .

. J. OOSTERHOFF: Large deviations of multivariate L-estimatoTs

with monotone weight functions

Let X1'X Z' .•• be i.i.d. random p-vectors with cdf F, let IDP be

the space of all cdf's on JRP with compet support and let K(G,F)

be the Kullback-L~ibleT information of GEJ)P w.r.t. F, and

K(O,F) = inf {K(G,F) = GEO}, nci)p.

Consider the linear combination of order statisties

T = ( r c. (i)X. ~i), ••• , r. c. (p)x. ~p)). c. (d) = yn Jd(u) du,
n ·=1 1,n 1.n ·~1 1,n 1.0 1,n (·-1)/

_ 1.. _ 1 (d) (d) 1 n

cl - 1 , • • • , p , 1 - 1 , • • • ,0 , whe re Xl: n , •.. , Xn : n are t he 0 rde T

statistics of the d-th coordinates of X1 , ••• ,xn , and J" ... ,JpEce

are weight functions.

Define the map T
J

:SP-..lRP by T(d)(G)
-1 J

d = 1 , •• • , p, and let 0J (A) = T j (A) for
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The following extension of Chernoff's large deviation theorem

is shown to hold:
-1

I i ffin +00 n log P = {Tn E A} = -K(0J (A) , F)
if Ac lRP is convex and: increasing and open, and J 1 , ••• ,Jp
are nondecreasing.

G. ROTHE: Some properties of the asyrnptotic relative Pitman
efficiency

For (O,01.,Pe)' 8ESelR interval, DES, let {epn 1 be a sequence.

of level-a-tests for H: 8 =0 against K: e +O. Assurne further

(A] there is a bijective, strictly increasing ": [O,oo[ -+- [a, 1[,

5 • th • e 2 n -+- n = > Ee (<p ) -+- H (n) .n n n

[Bl lPn : e-+-Ee(<Pn) is continous from above at 8=0 for every n.

[C] ~n2n -.. (Xl => E8 n (cf>n) -+- 1

Define, for BE ]a,l[ and 8E0- {O},

!:!ß(8) = min{n:Ee(~n)~ß}; Na (8) = min{n:Ee(<Pm)~a Vm~n} ·
Then we have the following results: Under cancl. A,

e 2 Na (8) -+- H-
1

(6) <=> B is stf. ; 8 2 NaCS) -.. H-
1
(8) <=> C isn - n

satisfied.

If {'Pn (i)}, i = 1,2 are sequenees satisfying A (with fete Hi ), B,C;

then the asyrnptotic Pitman efficiency exists and equals
P -1 -1

e 1Z (ß) = Hz (8)/"1 (6). The result, e.g., allows the comparison
of tests based of test statistics with asymptotie X2-distribution

but different degrees of freedern by Pitman efficiency (for example

the Pitman "comparison" of Friedman test against Anderson (Kanne-•
. mann) -tes t) .

L. ROSCHENDORF: Comparison of random variables

Let M be a set of measurable functions on (E,CX) and define for

t wo P TObabi 1 i t Y me a 5 ure 5 P1 ' P2 0 n (E, aJ: p 1 ~ ~1 P2 i f

f f d P, ~ f f cl Pz for all f E M. We consider characterizations

of ~M for aseries of sets M.

Let aeCF1, ... ,Fn) denote the set of all n-dim. distributions with
marginals F1 , ... ,Fn • We consider the question of existence of

elements H1 ,HZ E Je.(F 1,·· .Fn ) such that f f d "12. f f cl F:: f f cl HZ'
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V f E ~i an cl a11 F E CJf( F1 ' ••• , Fn) . In th i s way wegeta ban cl

caused by dependence for f ~ cl F.

w. SCHAAFS~~: Selection of variables in the two-group discri

minant analysis

Let X1' ... 'Xm be an i.r.s. from Np(~1,L) and Xm +l' ... 'X
1 mt+m Zfrom Np(~2,L). The usual unbiased cstimatoTs for Pl'~2 and

E are denoted by X(l), X(2), S. Let W= S-I (X(2) - X{I}) denote

• the plug-in estimator for the vector - w = r- J ( lI Z- 1I 1) of weights

of Fisher's linear discriminant. The performance of this esti
mat0 r i s charac te r i ze d by t he expeeta t ion D= WT (lJ Z-lJ 1 )/(wT LW) 1/2

of W. The asymptotic distribution of D is determined:
...p 1 -1 2

0(" m(6-D) -.. Z(x /) + ö) X -1 if m-.. 00 and x = m2 /m 1mZ is fixed.
P T -I 1/In the formu1a Ö = {(lJZ-~l) L (lJ z-)Jl)} 2 denotes the Maha1anobis

distance. If one starts from a given ordering o~ the "variables!'

. (or "characterist}cs" or "features") then the dependency.of
. . 1 -1'

E D(p) ~ 6(p) - z(X l\(p) + 6(p)) (p-l)/m upon the number of
variables can be considered. It may happen that E D(p) is de

creasing for p > p* (ffi
1

,ID
Z

) which means tha t is would be bad to

take more than p*(m 1 ,m Z) variables. Selecting variables cor

responds with the determination of thi5 "optimal measurement

1 . " * ( )eomp eX1ty p m"m Z •

P. SHAMAN: Thc inverted complex Wishart distribution and it5

application to speetral estimation

The inverted complex Wishart distribution is studied and its

U5e for the construction of spectral estimates is illustrated.

The density, some marginals of the distributiori, and the first

and second-order moments are given. For a vector-valued time

series, estimation of the spectral density at a collection of

frequencies and estimation of the inerements of the spectral

distribution funetion in each of a set of frequency bands are

considered. A formal procedure applies Bayes theorem, where

the complex Wishart is used to represent the distribution of

an average of adjacent periodogram values. A conjugate prior

distribution for each parameter vector is a product of inverted

complex Wishart distributions.
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G.D. SIMONS: Expectation inequalities for functiens of one

er more variables

Many papers have described conditions which guarantee varinus

probabi 1i ty inequali ties of the form P(Z E A) .::. P(Z' E A), and

more generally expec tation inequali ties of the form Ek (Z) ~ Ek (Z I) ,

where Z and Z' are random vectors that are stochastically or-

dered in some sense. This paper considers the further gene

ralization Ei(Z) ~Ek(Z'), invo1ving two funetions k and L,

and establishes a mathematical framework within which a wide e
variety of known and new inequalities can be viewed from a

common perspective. Specific attention is given to three types

of stochastic orderings. Many new inequalities are obtained

for elliptically contoured distributions, including multivariate

normal distributions as a special case.

w. STADJE: The asymptotic number of observations of sequential

and non-sequential tests for prescribed errar sums

Let X1,XZ' .•• i.i.d. distributed according to P or Q. Then

define K(x) := inf{m E lN I 3~:)fm -+ [0,1] test, a(ep) + 6(eP) ~ x}(* sampie space, Q(~),ß(.)lerrör probabilj~ies),

sex) := inf{Ep(T) v EQCr) I (ep,T) seq. test, a(tP,T) + 6(<P,T) ~ x}

for x E (0, 1) • The following inequali ties hold:

l-x (Op2 00
2
) 1

lfP=Q11 ~ 5 (x) ~ K(x) ~ üp" +~ x'

K(x) > Zx - 1 + Cl-x) log(2-x) - x lo~ > 2 log 2 - 1 _
~Q - Up ~Q - ~p ~

lIere
t
ll p ,op2 resp. lJ

Q
,OQ2 are the expectation and variance of

log ~ (Xl) ~nder P resp. Q. Further, Kn(x) and sn(x) are com

puted asymptotically for a sequence of distributions P ,Q with. n n
the pl'operty

3R1tE prob.meas. 3k(n)t <l..p (skn(n))-+R 1 weakly.
o f Q n

n \m n)Here s := L--l log -z-- (X- •m 1- Ip 1
n .

Essentially, the following theorems are given:

Kn (x) _ 1

(1) lim KTiT = f (1 - x), where f(A) := f (1 - .e.x )+ cl RA (x)
n.....-oo
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(R~)A>O the continuous convolution semi-group, into which we

can Imbed the infinitely divisible R,. As a curious by-product

we obtain that using two additional observations always diminish

the minimal possible error sum, whereas one more obs. does not.
sn(x)

(2) limn~oo k(n) = sex)

if some additional condition (not concerning moments!) are satis

fied. This is established using.an invariance principle for
0[0,00).

In the second part of the talk, we give asymptotic formulae for

Tx(b) : = inf {t ~ 0 I X(t) ~ bJ and f(a ,b) = inf{t ~ 0 I X(t) ~. (a,b)}

where X = (X(t)Jt>O is a process with statiortary and indepen-
- 2dent increments: Let lJl = E(X(l» > 0 lJ2 = E(X(l) ) < 00. Then

X(T(b» - b ll.>, X(f(a,b» - b ..iL> (b ~oo, a -+ -00)
-1 -1 1im . - 3

b E(f(a,b» ..... ).11 • If additionally t-+O E(X (t) ) < 00,

V€:> 0 limb-+«> , a-+- oo , Iab - I I>a (E (f (a,b)) - lJb ) = lJm ,- ,. 1 1

where m is a constant computable in terms of'the X-process.

The proofs use generalisations of renewal arguments and many

factorization identities.

J. STEINEBACH: On the increments of partial sum processes with
multidimensional indices

Let INd , where d> 1 is an integer, denote the positive integer

d-dimensional lattice points and let (Xn}nE~d be a set of.
i. i. d. random variables wi th EX = 0, Va"r (Xn ) ::: 1

n tX
and finite moment-generating function «P(t) = E e n < 00, tE (O,T).

The notation n<rn (n<rn), where n=(n 1 , ••. ,nd ) and
dm= (m" ••• ,md) E:IN means that n i < mi (ni":' roi) for all

i = l, ... ,d. J= (n,m] denotes 'half-open intervals' in the lattice,

i. e. J = {l E lNd : n < i < m}, and· IJ I is used for rr~-1 (m. - n. ) ,
- 1- 1 1

the cardinality of J. For NE IN put ~= (N, ••• ,N) E]Nd.

We consider 'increments' S(J) = S(n,m) ::: ~n<i<m Xi of the partial
sum process over intervals J, and prove that-

lim max _S,J<...(J ) _

N-+oo Jc(Q,~] IKN[C log N)

IJ I :: Kn

= a
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almost surely for certain constants a,e and integer sequences

{KN}NElN. Here (i) KN is non-decreasing (+00), (ii) KN/N is
hon-increasing, (iii) KN/N t5

-+ 0 (N -+ (10, V t > 0) and the cases

(I) KN/log N-+oo (Ilargel intervals, hut Inot to~ large' in

view of (iii)), (11) KNie log N .... C > 0 (ERDÖS-RENYI intervals)

(111) KN/log N .... O ('small' int~rvals) yieldess~ntially dif

ferent results. ,
The theorem extends the ERDÖS-RENYI (1970) law of large numbers

(case (11), d= 1) to sequences of i.i.d. random variables in- _

dexe~ by IN
d and generalizes a result. of CHAN (1976) concerning -

the d-parameter Wiener process.

C.G. TROSKIE: The distributions cf the ratios of latent roots

of a covariance matrix with applications to prin

cipal component and Ridge regression

Assume a linear model Y == X8 + e, where the variables in the model,

say (y, x1 , ••• ,xp ) have a joint multivariate pormal distribution.

I f Al> A2 > •• > Aare the la teDt roots of X' X and ~ 1 > ••• > lJ p+ 1
P(x,x XIY)are the roots of y'x Y'Y then the sma!1 roots of these matrices

are of considerable interest in Principal Component or Ridge Re

gression. In both these procedures adjustments are made to the

least squares estimator in order to eliminate the M-effects of

these smal1 roots. VINED (1975) suggested that attention should

be given to the "condition number n i.e. the ratio of the largest

root to the sma11est root, A1/Ap . The distribution of this ratio

is considered and also the distribution of ).1/~ Ai. Asymptotic

results are also given.

R. WILLERS: Weak consistency on thc least squares estimator in

linear models with stochasti~essors

A sufficient condition for the weak consistency of the least

squares estimator in linear models with stochastic regressors is

given and applied to the (inhomogeneous) autoregressive process

y ( t) = (J 1 Y ( t - 1) + ••• + <lp Y(t -p) + z' (t) 'Y + e ( t), e ( t), Y(t) real

random variables, z(t) E mk fixed, t = 1,2,3,.... Jf in the

case of the autoregressive model the following conditions are

satisfied
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uniformly in h.

lS

(A) E(e(t)) = 0, g < E(e(t)2), E(e(t)tJ) < g* for all t, .*- -
E[~ ; 1 e ( t i ) n

i J= i ; 1 E[e ( t i ) n
i J. if n i > 0, J1 n i ~ 4 ,

t i dis tine t i = 1 ,2,3,4 , (quas i -independence of 4 th order)

(B) zP - a 1zP- 1 - ••. - ap =p, z E G; => I z I < 1 ,

(stability-condition) ,

(C) ~min zn' zn -+- 03 ,

then. the least squares estimator of the parameters ai and Yi

of the aptoregressive process are weakly consistent.

s. ZABELL: Rates of convergence for conditional expectations

Let X"X2 , ••• be a sequence of independent and identically dis~ri

buted random variables with bounded continuous density or iattice

valued" probability mass function f(x). If E[exp niX, I ] < 00 for

sorne a > 0, 11 = E [X, J, c n = O(n), and h is a measurable function

such that E[ Ih(X,) 1], E[ Ih(X,) I exp ~lx,l] ~ Mare ·finite, t~en
1 + Ic I

E[he Xl ) I Xl + ••• + Xn = ou + Cn] E[he Xl )] + M.O(-~)

It follows that

Applications of these results include rates of convergence for

the binomial Poisson convergence theorem, spacings, and random

allocation.

4It W.R. VAN ZWET: The asymptotic equilibrium of point-charges on

the sphere

If one puts n point-eharges (elections) on a conducting sphere,

these charges will move to point xl, ... ,xn on the sphere for

which the potential energy r r d( 1 ) is a minimum (d =
iJoj xi ,x jEuclidean distance). T

Let ~n be the probability measure that assigns mass l/n to'each

of the points x1 , ... ,xn • Robbins and also Konvaar raised the

problem of providing a rigorous proof that ~n converges weakly

to the uniform distribution on the sphere. Such a proof is
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provided. ·More generally, it is shown that if the sphere is

replaced by an arbitrary compact set Xc m
3 with positive

capacity, then ~n converges weakly to the so-called equili

brium measures on K. A proof was also given indepen4ently
by Konvaar.

G. Rothe (Dortmund)
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